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Summary

Extending previous works on the subject we consider the problem

of the limitations to ideal quantum measurements arising from the presence

of additive conservation laws and we derive impossibility theorems

and lower bounds for the deviations from the ideal schemes,with particular

reference to the distorting case.
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1. Introduction

As is well known, the existence of additive quantities which

are conserved during the system-apparatus interacting in a measurement

process leads to limitations on the possibility of an ideal quantum

(1-4)
mechanical measurement . In this connection two kinds of problems

have been discussed. The first one concerns the proof of impossibility

theorems for some given measurement schemes . The second deals with

the modifications which have then to be introduced in such schemes

in order to make them compatible with the existence of the additive

conservation laws. In particular, it becomes important to evaluate

how small the modifications can be kept. This is usually obtained deriving

lower bounds for proper combinations of the norms of the unwanted states

(6-8)
in the evolution equation

The ideal measurement schemes which are usually considered

are value preserving, in the sense that the state of the system after

the measurement belongs to the same linear eigenmanifold of the measured

observable to which it belonged before the measurement. Within the

framework of the value preserving schemes, when the eigenmanifolds

of the measured quantity are degenerate one has further to distinguish

between non distorting (or state preserving) and distorting schemes.

As far as the impossibility proofs for such schemes are concerned,

(3)
in the literature there exists a very general theorem for the state

preserving case, and a less general theorem for the distorting case.

As regards the derivation of lower bounds for the terms

expressing the malfunctioning of the apparatus, there is a quite general

(8)
treatment .which however deals with this problem only for the case

of a state preserving scheme. In this paper, after a concise summary

of the present situation (Sect.2), we derive (Sect. 3) a new impossibility
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theorem for distorting measurements under less restrictive conditions

than those used In ref. (3). The main part of the paper (Sect. 4) is

devoted to the derivation of lower bounds for the malfunctioning terms

in the case of a modification of a value preserving distorting measurement

process. The relevance of this treatment stays in the fact that it

is the first time that lower bounds are derived for the distorting

case and in the fact that, to get the result, we make use of less

restrictive assumptions than those previously used in the derivation

of bounds for the state preserving case. Some conclusive remarks are

made in Sect. 5.
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2. Summary of the present situation

In this paper we will deal with the problem of the measurement

of an observable i-/\i of a quantum system S (associated with a self

adjoint operator /M of the system Hilbert-space oC<j ) in the presence

of an additive conservation law. Let us state, first of all, a general

assumption which we shall suppose to hold throughout the paper.

Al. Let the self adjoint operator M have a purely discrete spectrum

and Ej be the eigenspaces of n and O \, the associated projection

operators. The system interacts with an apparatus, the interaction

being described by the unitary evolution operator U acting in the direct

product of the system Hilbert space p C a and of the-apparatus Hilbert space

HP (9)
g*-A . An additive conservation law for the system-apparatus interaction

holds, i e. there exist two self-adjoint operators [Nls and K J A
0 ^ <WLS a n ^ O^-A

respectivelyI such that

As well known (see e.g. ref. 3) when the operators Nsand/or NAare unbounded

eq. (2.1) is the mathematically proper way of expressing the conservation

law for N % * N4.

Let us now define the various possible ideal measurement

schemes which can be considered in the general case in which l*\ has

a degenerate spectrum.

Value Preserving Won Distorting Ideal Measurement Scheme (VPND).

We say that the system-apparatus interaction corresponds

to a VPND measurement of t/« if there exists a state ^ o ^ °**A such

that for any 1U ̂  €. E;.

II fi~l J~ /LI f^i (2.2)
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with C4*i y 4 j ) = O for i ^ j . The linearity of U implies that

4>L be the same for all Tj; t O €£i-

Value Preserving Distorting Ideal Measurement Scheme (VPD).

We say that we have a VPD measurement process if there exists

a state "^otSt,, such that for any -UT ̂  C El

(2.3)

where rC are mutually orthogonal closed linear manifolds of <5̂ -A * whose

associated projection operators will be denoted by Ji. . The interest

of the scheme (2.3) lies in the fact that it is the most general scheme

satisfying the physical requirement that;, when the measurement is

immediately repeated, the same result is obtained with certainty.

Relation (2,1) forbids, under proper assumptions about the

operator N j , both the VPND and VPD schemes. This situation raises

two problems; the first is that of getting impossibility proofs for

the ideal measurement schemes holding under the least restrictive assumptions

on N 5 , Once the impossibility has been proved, it becomes natural

to enlarge the measurement scheme allowing the appearance of non-ideal

terms, and to investigate how small these unwanted terms can be made.

Let us summarize the present situation for these two problems.

Impossibility proofs

As far as the VPND scheme is concerned, Stein and Shimony have

proved that • the assumptions listed under Al are incompatible with

(2.2) unless

« t0 e. (2.4)
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Hfhen N s is unbounded this is the proper mathematical way to express

the fact that N s and /A "commute".

As far as the VPD scheme is concerned, the authors of ref.(3)

have improved a previous result of Araki and Yanase , showing that

the assumption Al, plus a further requirement A2 we give below,are

incompatible with eq. (2,3) unless, again, eq. (2.4) holds. The assumption

A2 concerns the operator N s and is formulated as follows:

A2^ Each linear manifold Ei is contained in a closed linear manifold

which in turn is contained in the domain N s and is an invariant

subspace for N s (note that E ^ C gD^ implies that N s is a bounded

operator on t ; , see the appendix).

The improvement with respect to the Araki-Yanase result consists

in having used the less restrictive requirement A2 on N b in place of

its boundedness on all o t & . We stress that the greater generality

of the impossibility proof obtained using assumptions Al and A2, in

place of the assumption Al plus the hypothesis of boundedness for

[Nl̂  , has not only a formal interest but is also physically meaningful.

In fact, the impossibility theorem forbids, for instance, a VPD measurement

scheme for the simultaneous measurements of the square of the total

angular momentum of the system and of one of its components. In such

a case the closed linear manifolds E;, are spanned by the simultaneous

I a I
eigenvectors of 1— and, say, L. x , for fixed eigenvalues 1 and m (note

that these manifolds can yet be infinite dimensional, e.g. for compound
_, i

systems). The linear manifolds fc.;, are then spanned by the eigenstates
. a,

of I— , for fixed 1. These manifolds are obviously invariant under

the action of L. and L z ", moreover both these operators are bounded

on them. The presence of the additive conservation law for the other

components of the total angular momentum then forbids the VPD scheme.

This argument was not applicable to the original proof of ref. (2),

-6-



since L z is not a bounded operator on the entire Hilbert space.

Bounds

Let us now discuss the problem of deriving explicit bounds

for the non-ideality of the measurement. When an ideal measurement

is forbidden, one is compelled to resort to modified schemes which

allow a certain amount of non-ideality. Let us now make precise the

modifications which have to be considered. We distinguish again between

VPND and VPD schemes.

The basic feature of the VPND scheme consists in the fact

that it is not only value preserving, but also state preserving. To

distinguish among different states belonging to the same manifold

E;, . we use a further label c< . The VPND scheme is expressed then

by the evolution equation

with <&it<Pp ' O f0r i,+j .

Let us denote by C Lot the projection operator on the state Y^« a n d

by -fi, the projection operator on the state <Pl . To modify the scheme

(2.5) we consider the completely general evolution

C2.fi)

+ (Is-£.i.JUT|TtB<*>o

As discussed in ref. 7, the second term o n the r.h.s. of (2.S) represents

errors and/or ambiguities in the result of the measurement, while t-.i-p

third term represents the distortion of the state of the system (.1JG0

associated to possible error? auci/or ambiguities). O'oviously in order to

have a good apparatus in the VPND spirit, one wants to make as small

-7-

as possible the norms of such terms.

In the case of the VPD scheme, the evolution equation (2.3)

can be rewritten as

(2.7)

We recall that £•;. and 3\, are the projection operators on E i, and

M, > respectively.

To modify this scheme we write in place of (2.7) the completely

general evolution equation

U
(2.8)

Again the second term on the r.h.s. represents errors and/or ambiguities

while the third term represents the (value nonpreserving) distortion

of the state of the system. To have a good VPD apparatus, we have to

assume that all the states at the r.h.s. of (2.8), except the first

one, have small norms.

As far as the derivation of bounds for the norms of the terms

representing malfunctioning is concerned, up to now the most general

result which has been obtained refers only to the case of no degeneracy

or to the scheme (2.6) and makes use of the assumptions that N ^ is

bounded and -H?o belongs to the domain of N^ .In fact, in ref. (S)

we have derived a family of inequalities relating the norms of the

distorting terms to the inverse of the mean value of the square of

N Aon the state *TO -We consider now a generalization of the previous

results yielding an impossibility proof for the scheme (2.7) and a

lower bound for the norms of the unwanted terms of (2.6) and (2.8)

under less restrictive assumptions about I N 6 .

.•• n • T



3. A new impossibility theorem

As we have seen in the previous section, there exists a very

general proof of the impossibility of the VPND scheme when additive

conservation laws are present and the operator N , "does not commute"

with the measured quantity. This proof has been derived without making

any assumption about the operator IN5

For the VPD scheme, on the contrary, the impossibility proof

has been obtained making the restrictive assumption A2 on N ^ . It would

be desirable to succeed in eliminating these further restrictions

on |NS . A first step in this direction is obtainer'/Fubstituting condition

A2 with the weaker assumption:

A3 « All the closed linear manifolds £.». are contained in the

domain SUN* of the self-adjoint operator N s -

Note (see the appendix, Theor, 2) that this implies that N s is bounded

on each ET;, , in the sense that

(3.1)

Obviously, this does not mean that N g is a bounded operator on c K s .

We can now state our strengthened impossibility theorem for

the VPD measurement scheme.

Theorem: under assumptions Al and A3 the evolution equations (2.3),

or equivalently (2.7), cannot hold unless, for any L. ,

EL , (3.2)

Proof. Let us consider the matrix element \.TjJ <P<. ; £ Itf ™»/

II4>.II=H ( f i ^ S J ; L j * j ) . Due to eq . (2 .1 )with

-9-

we have

(3.3)

For K- ̂  O , let us define the operator Q 0 0 of 3€ $ through

the relation

I (3.4)

and observe that Q (_jt") is everywhere defined in o C ^ and bounded. Due

to the fact that C ^ ^ ^ 1 0 ) = O and £j£l,»O, we get from (3.3)

(3.5)

^ j e ̂ 3-i. U

There follows, using the Schwarz inequality.

u Y C I ) ^ II
(3.6)

According to eq. (A.6) of the Appendix, the operator Q O O CC is bounded;

moreover its bound M^OO^ill is, for any H i ' O , smaller than the bound

B ^ (defined in eq. (3.1)) of the restriction of N j to the closed

linear manifold t^ r Therefore we have

-10-



(3.7)

Since

and

recalling that

get

and taking the limit of (3.7) for CC-»O , we

(3.8)

Since (3.8) holds for any i. and j , eq. {?•.?) follows for any u .

A version of this theorem which B weaker both in the assumptions

and in the results can also be given and turns out to be useful (see

sect. 5). Precisely, let us replace the assumption A3 by a similar

assumption A3 5, concerning only the manifold E;, . B y inspecting the

proof of the previous theorem one sees that the conclusions remain

valid, the only difference being that now eq. (3.2) follows for only

that U to which the assumption A3;, refers. In this form the theorem

can easily be extended also to the case in which a part of the spectrum

of the measured quantity M is continuous. In such a case, we assume

that the time evolution is of the VPD type (£.7) for any i, in the

discrete spectrum of fA and that

fc. €. 3-1 uy4>, , v y e E ' , 0.9)

where E is the closed linear manifold in 3(LS corresponding to the

continuous part of the spectrum of !^\ and Jf is the projection operator

on a closed linear manifold F in -SCA orthogonal to all manifolds

F(. . The property (3.9) means that the apparatus can recognize the

states of the continuum. Then, under assumption A-4 (where purely discrete

spectrum is replaced by partly discrete spectrum), eq. (3.2) follows

for any V in the discrete spectrum for which assumption A3-t is verified.

-11- -12-
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4. Lower bounds for distorting measurements

We now want to obtain lower bounds for the two last unwanted

terms at the r.h.s. of eq. (2.8).

We again suppose that assumptions Al and A3 hold and moreover

that

A4 . The initial state H>o of the apparatus belongs to the domain

of the operator INIA-

Let us denote by <?e and np^the norms of the unwanted terms:

and by

(4.1)

the projection operator on the manifold orthogonal to

U - Is -

Then we can write the identity

Using eq. (2.1) we have

Recalling the definition (3.4)( we put in an analogous way

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

-13-

(4.5)

Then, sandwiching eq. (4.4) between the normalized states 1^'4.and "UT^

we get

(^ W ) + L

U

U

K r00 ,
(4.6)

where we have denoted by IC / 0*0 all the other terms arising from the

r.h.s. of (4,4). From the explicit expression for / 0 0 we have immediately

j U Y

«2 GO U Y

-lit



M

i (u of a

ICU <j+o

1 (u G V

u Y
 t0 4O I +

300) U YCO 4Oi+

j $GO) U Yt0 401}
(4 .7 )

Using theorem 3 and the last remarks made in the appendix

we have that the inequalities

(4.8)

hold for any "\|fe 3£&® "S€A and any K. ^ O . We th< n get from (4,7) using

the Schwara inequality:

ITOOI

K-is-BjH^'

( 4 . 9 )

II + B j II S+004»o

We now obsprvf^ that under our assumptions all the norms appearing

the r.h.s. of (4.9) have finite limits for It-»O. Being Dj independent

of K. , there follows that

-15-

= o (4.10)

We can then take the limit for lt-»Oof eq. (4.6), getting

(U N

(4,11)

From this equation, usin£ the Schwarz inequality, we have

1.12)

We note that

j U Y ^ + O I I = ll<X-£j) U v?u<& II
(4.13)

^ * - , U YCL)
(4.14)

-16-



and

(4.15)

and

j 5 j U ijj<fl4>o, U Y c o <(>.

(4.16)

The first term on the r.h.s. of (4.16) vanishes since !$*.• "5;, • O ; using

again the Schwarz inequality, the bound (3.1) and the definitions (4,1),

we get from (4.16)

ICNs£j3-jU-y<*>+., ( 4 . 1 7 )

From (4.12), using (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) and (4.17), we finally have:

(4.IS)

Equation (4.18), obtained using assumptions Al and A3 together with

the additional hypothesis A4, implies the thesis of the theorem of

-17-

Section 3, since it shows that the nj and e, terms cannot vanish, unless

eq. (3.2) holds.

We can now use inequality (4.18) to see how well one can

approximate a VPD measurement scheme when an additive conservation

law holds and N j couples different eigenmanifolds of the measured quantity.

We assume that the hypotheses A3 and A4 are satisfied . The quantities

Be must be considered as given. The only quantity which can be monitored
(6-3)

to reduce the malfunctioning of the apparatus is, as i r. well known ,the

expectation value (4>.,Ni+.) 9 IINA4\»1I of N A o n the initial state 4>+.

Let us then assume that we can make very small the quantities Oge and

c e by making I I N A ^ O I very large.

In the limit of very small r<7e ant^ 3 e ' e^' (4.18) yields

(4.19)

This relation gives the lower bound for the value nonpreserving terms

in the case of a value preserving distorting measurement process. It

holds under assumptions Al and A4 and the weak condition A3 on

Obviously the previous derivation of the bounds for VPD

measurements yields bounds also for the VPNDscheme. In such a case

assumption A3 can be further relaxed. In fact, let us consider a pair

of system states "tif-M £ E L 1 SDut and TJCĵ  * Ej n 33*% . Then assumption A3 is

trivially satisfied for the one-dimensional linear manifolds E;«and E j ^

spanned by "Vlfcm and "VjP ' respectively. The evolution equation for the

state "Uri^^i takes then the form (2.6). Due to the same formal structure

of eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) the derivation given above can then be repeated

step by step leading to the result

-18-



(4,20)

with obvious definitions of ngi.. , nr>J(i . Eq. (4.20) holds under the

only assumptions Al and A4 for any pair of system states belonging

to different eigenmanifolds of the measured observable f*\ and falling

within the domain of N s .

Before concluding this section we point out that the results

quoted or derived in sects. 2,3 and 4 can be relevant also for the

measurement of an observable A\ which does not have a purely discrete
(2)

spectrum . In fact, in such a case one says that i*\ can be measured

according to an ideal scheme of the VPND or VPD type if the projection

operators £.(.>•) , where /*A = } X A.£ (X) , can be measured according to

the considered scheme. Since the operator £. (.X) h a s a purely discrete

spectrum, one can apply the theorems of Sect?.. 2 and 3, provided the

corresponding assumptions are satisfied. In particular, if one considers

a VPND scheme, the Stein-Shimony theorem of Sect. 2 implies that

LNSK
V ECO (4.21)

where E. (X") is the closed linear manifold corresponding to the eigenvalue

1 °f 6 C x) • Analogously, in the case of a VPD measurement, the theorem

of Section 3 and the bounds of Section 4 hold, provided assumption

A3 is true for E (x) . We note however that in this case the assumption

A3 amounts to the requirement that N s be a bounded operator.

-19-

5. Conclusions

In this section we give examples of applications of the theorems

of Sects. 2 and 3 about the possibility of ideal measurements of physically

significant quantities. All examples, except the last one, were already

discussed in ref. 3. Once again, we have to distinguish the case in

which we require that the state of the measured system is not affected

by the apparatus (VPND scheme) from that in which we only require that

the value of the measured observable is preserved (VPD scheme).

For the case of a VPND scheme the Stein and Shimony theorem

shows that assumption Al is incompatible with the scheme (2.2), unless

eq. (2.4) (or (4,21))holds. As already stressed the proof of this theorem

does not require any assumption on l\l& , except its being self-adjoint.

Eqs. (2.4) or (4.21) imply, as is ven RnOwn,

(5.1)

Assuming that the system-apparatus interaction is always translationally

and rotationally invariant, the total linear momentum P 3 tos +• lpA and

the total angular momentum J = J s + JA are additive conserved quantities.

Then we get from (5.1) that one can measure, according to a VPND scheme,

only the observables of the system satisfying the relations

CM4

= e (5.2)

These equations imply that no quantity of the system which is not

translationally and rotationally invariant can be measured according

to a VPND scheme, and in particular forbid VPND measurements of components

-20-



of position and angular momentum.

For a VPD measurement the situation is much less restrictive.

However when the Hilbert space d€j is finite dimensional the impossibility

theorems always apply. In particular this means that a value preserving

measurement of a spin component is always forbidden. For angular momentum

we recall that the impossibility theorems forbid a value preserving

La, j
and 1— i .

We finally consider a VPD measurement of the internal energy

of a quantum system, for example a system of two particles whose Hamiltonian

(5.3)

where P and p are the centre of mass and relative momenta, respectively,

and K. is the relative coordinate. of the two particles. Let us assume

that the (discrete) eigenvalues of the observable to be measured

(5.4)

are only finitely degenerate. Being the system-apparatus interaction

translationally invariant the total linear momentum

<P = P + p + |5A (5-5)

(where we have denoted by p A the linear momentum of the apparatus)

is conserved. The eigenstates of ft. are bound states so that they belong

to the domain e&p,. of a component, say p K , of |p . Due to the assumed

finite degeneracy there follows that any eigenmanifold t i of ft. is

also contained in S)pA • We can then apply the theorem of Section

3 in the weaker form illustrated in the final part of the section,

identifying p^with N 6, There follows that a VPD measurement is possible only

-21-

if E L is an invariant manifold of p x . This is impossible since E;. is

finite-dimensional.

From the preceding considerations one is led to the conclusion

that in quantum mechanics, due to the additive conservation laws of

the linear and angular momenta,in many cases and for several physically

interesting observables it is not possible to perform an ideal value

preserving measurement. Obviously, due to the relations we have derived

expressing lower bounds for the terms representing a malfunctioning

of the apparatus, one sees that, from a practical point of view, the

unwanted distortions arising in the measurement turn out to be very

small due to the macroscopic character of the apparatus (which allows

to make the expectation value of N ^ very large). As regards the practical

measurement of an observable, it is then possible to have apparatuses

working almost ideally.However, we stress that the impossibility proofs

for ideal measurements can have also a conceptual relevance. For instance,

arguments of this type have been used to reject some suggestions of

instantaneous transfer of information using the reduction of the wave

(10)
packet . Moreover one has to remember that in quantum mechanics

there is a twofold use of a measuring apparatus. Ori the one hand, one can

perform a measurement an a system simply to get information about the

value of the measured quantity; on the other a measurement process

can be used to prepare a quantum system in a precise quantum state.

For many conceptual problems about foundations of quantum mechanics

it can be important to know exactly the state one is dealing with,

because even an impurity of small norm can have important conceptual

implications. For instance the VPND scheme (2.5) generates a factorized

final state, while its modification (2.6) yields a state which, when

considered from the point of view of the systems, is a mixture of the

second kind . When o n e proceeds to a further analysis of the state

-22-



emerging from the system-apparatus interaction, (for instance in the

spirit of a discussion of quantum theory of measurement) it is clear

that conceptually relevant differences can occur, according to whether

one is using a value or a state preserving scheme, or their nsodifications.

-23-

Appendix

We briefly summarize in this appendix some very well known

general theorems and properties of operators in Hilbert space which

are used in the derivation of the results of the paper.

We shall always deal with a self-adjoint operator A defined

on a domain tfJj^ of a separable Hilbert space «5€. .

Given such an operator A, we denote by ECV) the spectral

family associated to A and we define the operator function <30O o f

A, according to

(A.l)

We note that, for any given K.jtO( <^00 is everywhere defined and bounded.

We recall some very well known properties of Q C O ; for a

proof of the quoted theorems the reader is referred to any good book

of functional analysis, e.g. to ref. (12).

Theorem 1. Be A a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space «*v t -vir a vector

of its domain S-J/i, , and <3 O O the operator defined by (A.I). Then

the state <3 (lO "\y converges strongly for It -• O to the state

(A.2)

From the above theorem it follows trivially that if J^ is

a projection operator onto a closed linear manifold & C 3 u A we have

(A.3)

-2k-



',.!:• Cf : ivrTh-r . ;? bf i r . - ; i n tho z'.rwj, cj.zrs.- : ' •: ;••• ] -.,:.•, .

' *-""-**-: •! ^- l:-c A ?: t ] f - ? d j o i n t snd E a c i i ^ cc i l i n^c . r r i s n i f c l d co

in S \ • "•''•' r f E l r LctU-r, A T E o f S to E k; s bounced ^ t r s ^ r or, E.

r.'he proof n.&kf.s use c f the f a c t t h a t the s e l f - i c ' j

of A n^i ic-T. i t s C'Osurr , unJ t r . i s i n t urn is.pJic-t: t r . a l A f ' E i& c l o s r J

cs ar; opi.rEjT.cir.-cr; r . E l n c e A T E is derintd everywhere; A T E is derintd everywhere on El;

tl;:.s, '.cf.t'J.er with its being closed, jrplies that A T E is bounded.

Note- that *:,f =L-;.v» n-'?ns tr,?i'_ there exists a ccnstsr.t B F,uch that

i A Y i! ̂  B llyll »

! • S e A

p r o ject-j'or. cpfrator or.to E ,- Then

E . (A.4)

s closed linear nsar'ifoid, b the

and

oo 9 I! £ B , -̂  o , (A.6)

»vh»re E is the bound of A I"" E .

Eq. (A.5) is R trivial cxr.atq-jer.ce of theorem 2. Eq. (A,6)

is proved as follows:

h-:-.:n-:-.•.-! o p e ; - t o r

i f . !;;,„•;• :,1^C:

.< :

•••I'.frt te I'.avf -.jL.fi :.:.c fact th.it I .ii.-.---~--_ ^ /^~ ^

I;>I t h e ^i-::,f b o , : : : c i ,

- 2 5 -

B (A.7)

that
From the definition it follows/ q+(>c) = ̂ O ' O j s 0 t h a t a 1 1 tlle

above propositions remain valiij interchanging <3(K.) and q'*'C't-') .

Finally we recall that when an operator A on aL is considered

as an operator on the direct product <5€®7\of <rL with another separable

Hilbert space "IR., then

i) A bounded on '3€ with bound B implies A • JLj^ bounded on 3t* R with

the same bound;

ii) Be AC«) a bounded family of operators, IIA CO II < C fVrt. i*Oand let

ACH.) R _ ^ , O > A . t h"

AC«-) ® l*n ti—»-o > A « I x

The proof is straightforward. For our purposes we shall use the statement

1+*i) to assert that the operators cj 0 * ) ^ and T ^ W are bounded operators

with the bound B of A P fc , even when they are considered as acting

•n 3 t * ^ , Analogously the statement ii) implies that
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